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ABSTRACT 13 
 14 
Microbial sulfate reduction is a dominant metabolism in many marine sedimentary 15 
environments.  The influence of this metabolism on the kinetics of CaCO3 growth, as well as 16 
the dominant polymorphs precipitated, is poorly understood. To investigate the role of 17 
microbial metabolism on CaCO3 precipitation and polymorph selection, we conducted growth 18 
experiments with the sulfate reducing bacteria (D. bizertensis) in media with varying Mg/Ca 19 
and different seeding materials (calcite and kaolinite). Our results suggest that sulfate 20 
reducing bacteria both induce carbonate mineral precipitation through an increase in 21 
alkalinity and serve as a nucleation sites for the growing carbonate mineral; the majority of 22 
the carbonate minerals produced were on cell material rather than mineral seeds. We also 23 
find the Mg/Ca and presence of phosphate in the media play a key role in controlling the rates 24 
of carbonate mineral precipitation and calcium carbonate polymorph selection. In media 25 
where the Mg/Ca is greater than 2, crystalline monohydrocalcite (MHC) is the primary 26 
carbonate mineral produced. Although phosphate concentrations have a lesser effect on 27 
which polymorph initially precipitates, a series of transformation experiments suggests that 28 
the presence of phosphate stabilizes MHC crystals and prevents its transformation to more 29 
stable calcium carbonate polymorphs.  Collectively, these results suggest that the polymorph 30 
of microbially-mediated calcium carbonate cements is determined by the solution chemistry 31 
upon nucleation. 32 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 36 
Microbial sulfate reduction, coupled either to organic matter oxidation or anaerobic methane 37 
oxidation, is one of the key microbial reactions driving sedimentary carbonate formation in 38 
marine sediments, intertidal marshes, and hypersaline lakes (Berner et al., 1970; Pye et al., 39 
1990; Coleman et al., 1993; Visscher et al., 2000; Warthmann et al., 2000; Raiswell and Fisher, 40 
2004; Baumgartner et al., 2009; Gallagher et al., 2012; Meister, 2013).  Microbial sulfate 41 
reduction, particularly followed by precipitation of sedimentary pyrite, raises pH and 42 
increases alkalinity, while the negatively charged bacterial cell surface can serve as a 43 
nucleation surface for carbonate/mineral growth (Dong et al., 2000; van Lith, 2001; Bosak and 44 
Newman, 2005; Visscher and Stolz, 2005; Aloisi et al., 2006; Wacey et al., 2007; Zhu and 45 
Dittrich, 2016; Picard et al., 2018). The production of exopolymeric substances (EPS) around 46 
the bacterial cells also aids the nucleation and subsequent precipitation of calcium carbonate 47 
(Kawaguchi and Decho, 2002; Braissant et al., 2007; Dupraz et al., 2009; Obst et al., 2009; 48 
Tourney and Ngwenya, 2009; Balci et al., 2018). Despite work on the process of microbially-49 
induced carbonate mineral precipitation, our understanding of how microbial sulfate 50 
reduction influences calcium carbonate mineralization and the formation of various calcium 51 
carbonate polymorphs remains limited.  The vast majority of studies exploring the formation 52 
of different calcium carbonate polymorphs have focused on abiotic precipitation experiments, 53 
despite the fact that the majority of natural calcium carbonate mineral precipitation is 54 
biologically controlled.  55 
 56 
The earliest studies on the nucleation, crystallization, and transformation of various calcium 57 
carbonate polymorphs focused largely on the precipitation of aragonite versus calcite and the 58 
role of magnesium ions and Mg/Ca ratio of the solution (Katz, 1973; Berner, 1975; Burton, 59 
1993; Ries et al., 2008; Smeets et al., 2015). It was initially shown that the precipitation of 60 
aragonite is favoured in a high ionic strength solution with high Mg/Ca ratio (Mg/Ca > 1), while 61 
calcite is favoured in solutions with a lower Mg/Ca ratio (Mg/Ca < 1). The important role of 62 
magnesium in promoting different calcium carbonate polymorphs derives from the fact that 63 
magnesium possesses greater hydration energy and therefore promotes the formation of 64 
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hydrous carbonate phases (Christ and Hostetle, 1970; Lippman, 1973; Ries et al., 2008; de 65 
Choudens-Sanchez and Gonzalez, 2009; Politi et al., 2009; Tommaso and de Leeuw, 2010; 66 
Hopkinson et al., 2012; Nishiyama et al., 2013; Blue et al., 2017). In addition, there is also a 67 
fundamental energetic barrier imposed by magnesium substitution for calcium in the calcite 68 
lattice, which may in part kinetically inhibit the formation of Mg-rich calcium carbonate 69 
minerals (Elstnerova et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013). 70 
 71 
Most inorganic precipitation studies have also shown that if the initial calcium carbonate 72 
precipitate is metastable (e.g. amorphous calcium carbonate or monohydrocalcite (MHC)), it 73 
will transform to calcite or aragonite over time via the Ostwald step rule and/or other non-74 
classical nucleation pathways (Munemoto and Fukushi, 2008; Bots et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013; 75 
Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2014; De Yoreo et al., 2015). However, the transformation 76 
mechanisms of amorphous calcium carbonate or MHC in natural environments are still poorly 77 
understood (Stoffers and Fischbeck, 1974; Dahl and Buchardt, 2006; Nishiyama et al., 2013; 78 
Ihli et al., 2014; Munemoto et al., 2014; Wolf et al., 2015; Meic et al., 2017). To constrain the 79 
behavior of these transient intermediate polymorphs, laboratory studies have been 80 
performed under both dry and wet conditions (Marschner, 1969; Hull and Turnbull, 1973; 81 
Kamiya et al., 1977; Dejehet et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2013). MHC has been reported to transform 82 
to aragonite in a heated atmosphere (Brooks et al., 1950; Kamiya et al., 1977), to calcite in a 83 
magnesium-free medium (Taylor, 1975) and to aragonite in media with Mg2+/(Ca2+ + Mg2+) 84 
greater than 20 mol% (Munemoto and Fukushi, 2008).  Although these inorganic and abiotic 85 
studies have highlighted several variables that can influence calcium carbonate mineralisation 86 
and polymorphism, microbial systems involve a number of interconnected processes that 87 
may affect carbonate mineralization in unanticipated ways. This may obscure the influence 88 
of specific metabolic processes on calcium carbonate formation in sediments, and the 89 
attendant biogeochemical consequences. 90 
 91 
Understanding the dominant calcium carbonate polymorph produced through microbially-92 
induced carbonate mineral precipitation is inherently more difficult because microbial 93 
metabolic byproducts and solution chemistry evolve over time.  Within sedimentary pore 94 
fluids, for example, the concentrations of various elements that may promote or inhibit 95 
carbonate precipitation or play a role in the type of polymorph precipitated, may change with 96 
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depth and/or time. For example, dissolved phosphate concentrations, which have been 97 
shown to influence carbonate polymorphism, can range from 0 – 600 uM in sediment pore 98 
waters (Delaney, 1998; Burdige, 1991; Sasaki et al., 2001; Faul et al., 2005; Kraal et al., 2012; 99 
Sinkko et al., 2013; Stockmann et al., 2018).  An unanswered question is whether during 100 
microbially-induced carbonate mineral formation there is a difference in the calcium 101 
carbonate polymorphs produced, relative to those found in the well-studied abiotic 102 
experiments. If so, what are the master variables that influence the stability field of the 103 
precipitating carbonate polymorph? 104 
 105 
In this paper, we explore how microbial sulfate reduction influences calcium carbonate 106 
polymorphism using pure cultures of sulfate reducing bacteria under varying Mg/Ca and with 107 
different seeding materials. We also investigate the transformation of the microbially induced 108 
calcium carbonate polymorphs to more stable polymorphs under a range of geochemical 109 
conditions.  Finally, we propose a stability field for calcium carbonate polymorphs obtained 110 
from our experiments and suggest the master variables that control the formation of 111 
microbially-induced calcium carbonate polymorphs. 112 
 113 
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL 114 
 115 
2.1 Incubation experiments 116 
A pure culture of the sulfate reducing bacteria Desulfovibrio bizertensis (single bacteria strain) 117 
was used in all incubation experiments.  The strain was purchased from Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-118 
Deutche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH (DSMZ) DSM No. 18034. 119 
This strain was originally isolated from marine sediments in the Mediterranean Sea near 120 
Bizerte, Tunisia (Haouari et al., 2006). Our incubations were carried out in either 125 mL or 121 
100 mL reaction vessels, tightly sealed with a blue butyl rubber stopper under strictly anoxic 122 
conditions.  All experiments were performed at 25 ± 1°C in a water bath incubator. The 123 
incubation experiments were performed with different Mg/Ca (0:1, 1:1; 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 5.2:1; 124 
9:1) including Atlantic seawater and artificial seawater and different seeding materials 125 
(kaolinite and calcite – see below).  126 
 127 
2.2 Composition of culture medium and inoculation 128 
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The bacteria were initially cultured in Medium 163 as recommended by DSMZ 129 
(Supplementary A).  An inoculum of the bacteria at stationary phase was transferred into the 130 
modified media and grown three times before the experiment began.  The recipe for DSMZ 131 
medium 163 and the seawater medium used in this study are given in full in Supplementary 132 
Materials B.  Artificial seawater was prepared using the Standard Practice for the Preparation 133 
of Substitute Ocean Water – Designation: D1141-98 (Reapproved 2013). Stock solutions of 134 
artificial seawater were freshly made from analytical grade (Analar) reagents and diluted to 135 
the desired Mg/Ca ratio.  The seawater solution was heated to approximately 80 °C for two 136 
hours to degas O2. Then, the solution was allowed to cool and the above chemicals were 137 
added except yeast extract. Formate (7.5 g L-1 or 110 mM HCOO-Na) was used as the sole 138 
electron donor in this study. Approximately 0.01% w/v of reductants (ascorbic acid and Na-139 
thioglycolate), 4.0% w/v yeast extract and 1 mg L-1 resazurin (oxygen indicator) were added 140 
into both the Atlantic seawater and artificial seawater medium.  About 80 mL of the solution 141 
was then decanted into smaller incubation vials with 0.3 g of seeding materials (such as calcite 142 
or kaolinite), crimp sealed and flushed with 90% N2/10% CO2 gas for 30 minutes. Finally, the 143 
medium was autoclaved for 15 minutes at 121°C.  The sample medium was subsequently 144 
cooled to 25°C in the water bath before being inoculated.  Yeast extract solution was added 145 
to the medium using a syringe filter (0.2 µm) before inoculation. Control samples were 146 
immediately re-autoclaved after inoculation to kill the bacteria, then placed into the water 147 
bath. All results from the control experiments are given in the supporting online material.  148 
 149 
2.3 Biotic incubation experiment 150 
Three sets of incubation experiments were undertaken with varying Mg/Ca and seeding 151 
materials (Table 1). Approximately 0.3 g of seeding material was used. Biotic incubation 152 
experiments were performed without stirring. Experiments were sampled every few days 153 
until carbonate precipitated – which was identified during the incubation based on a 154 
coincident decrease in pH and calcium concentration. Details of abiotic experiments are 155 
reported in Supplementary Material C. 156 
 157 
 158 
 159 
 160 
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Table 1: Summary of experiment setup for biotic incubation experiments. 161 
Experiment Mg2+ (mM) Ca2+ (mM) Mg/Ca Seeds 
K-0:1 0 10 0 Kaolinite 
C-0:1 0 10 0 Calcite 
K-0:2 0 20 0 Kaolinite 
C-0:2 0 20 0 Calcite 
K-1:1 10 10 1 Kaolinite 
C-1:1 10 10 1 Calcite 
K-2:2 20 20 1 Kaolinite 
C-2:2 20 20 1 Calcite 
K-3:3 30 30 1 Kaolinite 
C-3:3 30 30 1 Calcite 
K-4:4 40 40 1 Kaolinite 
C-4:4 40 40 1 Calcite 
K-2:1 20 10 2 Kaolinite 
C-2:1 20 10 2 Calcite 
K-3:1 30 10 3 Kaolinite 
C-3:1 30 10 3 Calcite 
K-4:1 40 10 4 Kaolinite 
C-4:1 40 10 4 Calcite 
K-Atl-SW 52 10 5.2 Kaolinite 
C-Atl-SW 52 10 5.2 Calcite 
K-9:1 90 10 9 Kaolinite 
C-9:1 90 10 9 Calcite 
 162 
2.4 Aqueous sample analysis 163 
Media was collected from the sample bottle over the course of the experiments using a 164 
sterilized needle and syringe and without shaking the vials.  Samples were filtered using a 0.2 165 
µm filter and analyzed for alkalinity, sulfide concentration, major cations (calcium, 166 
magnesium, sodium, and potassium) and anions (sulfate and chloride). The pH was measured 167 
at 25°C on the NBS scale using an Orion 3 Star meter with ROSS micro-electrode (ORION 8220 168 
BNWP PerpHect ROSS – platinum wire as reference in iodine/potassium iodide solution, ROSS 169 
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internal filling solution is 3M KCl). Samples for alkalinity, anions and cations were filtered 170 
through a 0.2 um syringe filter. Alkalinity was titrated potentiometrically with 0.1 M of HCl 171 
using a Metrohm 848 Titrino plus with error of 2.5%. The HCl used for titrations was 172 
standardized with certified reference material (CRM) 2.2298 meq/L. The CRM batch #157 173 
used was provided by A.G. Dickson of Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Dickson et al., 174 
2003).   175 
 176 
An unfiltered sample was centrifuged at 900 rpm to separate any suspended solid in the 177 
solution before measurement for Optical density (OD) at 600 nm spectrum in a AquaMate 178 
Plus UV-VIS spectrophotometer. Phosphate concentrations were measured on the 179 
spectrophotometer using the molybdivanadophosphoric acid method (at 380 nm) described 180 
in Kitson and Mellon (1944). 181 
 182 
Major cations and anions were diluted 20 times before being measured using ion 183 
chromatography on a Dionex ICS-5000+ SP.  The cation concentrations were obtained with 184 
column IonPac AS18 and methanesulfonic acid (MSA 30mM) >99% as the eluent. The anions 185 
were passed through an anion column IonPac AG18 with 31mM of potassium hydroxide (KOH) 186 
as eluent. Calibration standards were prepared by dilution of OSIL Atlantic Seawater standard 187 
into 2%, 5% and 10% solution for all batch of analyses. 188 
 189 
2.5 Solid phase analysis 190 
The experiments were killed immediately after the final sampling. The sample (both solid and 191 
aqueous parts of the experiments) were decanted into a 50 mL falcon tube which was 192 
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for five minutes.  Then, the solution was discarded.  The remaining 193 
solid samples were carefully rinsed twice with MilliQ water and oven dried at 40°C overnight.  194 
Dried samples were powdered prior to mineralogical analysis through X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). 195 
The dried samples were prepared by pipetting ~0.40 mL of an acetone smear containing the 196 
precipitate onto a zero-background holder. Samples were then kept in a clean cupboard while 197 
the acetone evaporated.  198 
 199 
Powder X-ray diffraction was collected from Bruker diffractometers (see Supplementary 200 
Material D for details) Rietveld refinements were performed with the software Topas 4.1 201 
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(Coelho, 2007).  Rietveld quantitative analysis is known to be unreliable for minor phases (<5 202 
wt %) (McCusker et al., 1999). The accuracy is considered to be ± 1-2% for major phases, while 203 
the estimated standard deviation from the Rietveld calculation has no bearing on the accuracy 204 
or otherwise of the quantification itself, being merely related to the mathematical fit of the 205 
model (Madsen and Scarlett 2008). The dried precipitates were also analysed by field 206 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM – QEMSCAN 650F FEI) equipped with an 207 
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector to examine the morphology (secondary electron) and 208 
chemical composition (backscattered secondary electron) of the precipitates. The solid 209 
samples were placed on ultra-smooth carbon tape and sputter-coated with submicron layer 210 
(~10nm) of gold or carbon prior to SEM analysis. 211 
 212 
2.6 Monohydrocalcite transformation experiment 213 
To investigate the transformation and stability of monohydrocalcite initially formed in some 214 
experiments, we subjected the mineral to elevated temperatures in an aqueous solution. 215 
These experiments were designed to investigate what will be the final calcium carbonate 216 
polymorph, hypothesizing MHC will transform to more stable phases over time.  We recognize 217 
that in doing the transformation experiments at elevated temperatures that we have changed 218 
the experimental conditions from the lower temperatures of the initial biotic experiments.  219 
Approximately 0.02 g of MHC was heated under different media in sealed bottles at 100°C for 220 
48 hours (Munemoto and Fukushi, 2008; Liu et al., 2013). Two milliliters of the following 221 
media were used: (1) Atlantic seawater; (2) Mili-Q water; (3) Atlantic seawater with 4.0% w/v 222 
yeast extract added; and (4) Atlantic seawater with 750 µM inorganic phosphate (K2HPO4 – 223 
Molar mass: 174.2 g mol-1). After heating, the media and the solid samples were separated 224 
by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for five minutes. The media was decanted and the remaining 225 
solids were rinsed with Mili-Q water and dried before analysis by XRD and scanning electron 226 
microscope as above.  227 
 228 
2.7 Saturation index and solution chemistry modelling 229 
PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 1999) was used to evaluate the evolution of geochemistry 230 
during the experiments. The SIT database (sit.dat) was used to model the evolution of the 231 
aqueous geochemistry and to calculate the evolution of the saturation indices of the media 232 
with respect to relevant calcium carbonate polymorphs (i.e. calcite, vaterite, amorphous 233 
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calcium carbonate (ACC) and monohydrocalcite (MHC)). The sit.dat uses the specific ion 234 
interaction theory to calculate activity coefficients to calculate saturation state in the media 235 
throughout the experiment (Brönsted, 1922; Guggenheim and Turgeon, 1955). The measured 236 
concentrations of sulfate and calcium ions were used to predict the evolution of the solution 237 
pH and alkalinity of the media at each sampling point. For these predictions we assumed that 238 
the decrease in the sulfate concentration was due to microbial sulfate reduction (Gallagher 239 
et al. 2012) and that the decrease in calcium concentrations was due to the precipitation of 240 
calcium carbonate. The modelled results for the pH and alkalinity were compared to the 241 
measured pH and alkalinity titrations to inform on the validity of the model described above. 242 
In the case of a large discrepancy between the modelled and measured alkalinity and pH, the 243 
alkalinity was adjusted in the model through the addition of NaHCO3 to approximate the 244 
(de)sorption of carbonate ions from the kaolinite or calcite surfaces, and the pH was adjusted 245 
by the release of CO2(g) to approximate (partial) equilibration with a low CO2 headspace. The 246 
final results of the model were used to calculate the ion activity product (IAP: log aCa2+ aCO32-) 247 
to determine the saturation state with respect to ACC, which is log (IAP/Ksp) or log Ω (logKsp = 248 
-6.40; Brecevic and Nielsen, 1989), monohydrocalcite (logKsp = -7.60; Hull and Turnbull, 1973), 249 
vaterite (logKsp = -7.90; Plummer and Busenberg, 1982), aragonite (logKsp = -8.33; Plummer 250 
and Busenberg, 1982) and calcite (logKsp = -8.48; Plummer and Busenberg, 1982). 251 
 252 
3.0 RESULTS  253 
 254 
3.1 Evolution of aqueous chemistry 255 
The results are separated by the seeding material used in each experiment (kaolinite seeds 256 
versus calcite seeds). All killed controls and saturation indices for carbonate polymorphs other 257 
than MHC are presented in Supplementary Materials E. 258 
 259 
 260 
 261 
 262 
 263 
3.1.1  Experiment with kaolinite seeds  264 
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 265 
Figure 1: Aqueous chemistry data for the experiments with kaolinite seeds (a) optical density; 266 
(b) SO42-; (c) pH; (d) total alkalinity; (e) Ca2+; (f) Mg/Ca ratio; (g) ionic activity product for CaCO3; 267 
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and (h) SIMHC calculated immediately after inoculation until 546 hours. We did not observe any 268 
significant change in the killed samples (shown in supporting online material F). Sample code 269 
explanation – K = kaolinite seeded; C = calcite seeded; 3:1 = Mg 30 mM: Ca 10 mM; Alt-SW = 270 
Atlantic Seawater (Mg/Ca = 5.2) [See Table 1]. 271 
 272 
Significant bacterial growth was observed in all incubated samples over the first 100 hours 273 
after which the bacteria reach stationary growth phase (OD 600~0.15 – 0.25) (Figure 1a). 274 
Bacterial growth is not detected in the killed control samples (see Supplementary Material F). 275 
The pH in all incubated samples increases to ~8 as microbial sulfate reduction progresses 276 
(Figure 1 b and c). After 100 hours, carbonate mineral precipitation is observed in K-2:2, K-3:3 277 
and K-4:4 (with Mg/Ca of 1 and magnesium and calcium concentrations at 20, 30 and 40mM, 278 
respectively).  Experiments K-0:1 and K-1:1, with lower calcium concentrations, reach a higher 279 
pH before carbonate mineral precipitation starts around 200 hours. A greater magnitude of 280 
pH drop (approximately 1 pH unit) is evident in K-4:4 compared to the other vials.  Delayed 281 
precipitation of calcium carbonate is observed in seawater samples (K-Alt-SW). All 282 
experiments began with total alkalinity of approximately 4.0 ± 0.5 mEq L-1, which then 283 
increases to greater than 100 mEq L-1. The alkalinity for experiments K-2:2 and K-4:4 plateaus 284 
earlier (200 and 250 hours) relative to the other experiments (Figure 1d). The rate of calcium 285 
carbonate precipitation, as indicated by the decrease in the calcium concentration, increases 286 
with increasing initial calcium concentration (Figure 1e). Sulfate concentrations decrease over 287 
time, although they are never fully depleted. We note that the rate of sulfate depletion slows 288 
as carbonate minerals begin to precipitate. We observe a dramatic increase in the Mg/Ca ratio 289 
over time (Figure 1f). Samples with initial calcium concentration greater than 20 mM 290 
experienced a sharp increase in the saturation index or log Ω (saturation state) for all 291 
carbonate polymorphs at 100 hours.  This increase in saturation index is most dramatic where 292 
the kaolinite seeded samples reached (or nearly reached) the Ksp of ACC. We observe that 293 
nearly double the amount of time is required for samples with 10 mM calcium to reach their 294 
highest ionic activity product (IAP) and precipitation starts to slow down or stop when IAP 295 
starts to drop (Figure 1g and h).  296 
 297 
 298 
 299 
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3.1.2 Experiments with calcite seeds 300 
301 
Figure 2: Aqueous chemistry data for the experiments with calcite seeds (a) optical density; (b) 302 
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SO42-; (c) pH; (d) total alkalinity; (e) Ca2+; (f) Mg/Ca ratio; (g) ionic activity product for CaCO3; 303 
and (h) SIMHC measured immediately after inoculation until 546 hours. A drop in pH and 304 
calcium concentrations in C-Alt-SW is not apparent although precipitation of MHC (measured 305 
by XRD and SEM) occurred. Sample code explanation – K = kaolinite seeded; C = calcite seeded; 306 
3:1 = Mg 30 mM: Ca 10 mM; Alt-SW = Atlantic Seawater (Mg/Ca = 5.2) [See Table 1]. 307 
 308 
Similar to experiments with kaolinite seeds, we observe a sharp rise in OD 600 and pH linked 309 
to microbial sulfate reduction within the first 100 hours (Figure 2a, b and c), which stabilizes 310 
and then gradually drops in the samples with Mg/Ca of 1 at higher absolute magnesium and 311 
calcium concentrations (C-3:3 and C-4:4). Although the experiment starts at a lower pH of 6.2 312 
– 6.5, the calcite seeds survive the first 50 hours of undersaturation (gravimetric data showing 313 
no loss of calcite seeds is presented in Table 6, Supplementary Material F).  Total alkalinity 314 
increases to maximum values of 110 mEq L-1, compared to the experiments with kaolinite 315 
seeds in which alkalinity increases to a maximum of 130 mEq L-1.  The concentration of 316 
phosphate, which is sourced from the yeast extract, was measured in this experiment (data 317 
shown in Supplementary Materials G) and initially ranged from 600 – 850 µM and gradually 318 
decreases by 50 to 500 µM as the experiment progresses. We observe a decrease in calcium 319 
and sulfate concentration (Figure 2b and e), although at a lower rate than in the experiments 320 
with kaolinite seeds, and an increase in the Mg/Ca (Figure 2f). The Ksp for ACC in the 321 
experiment with calcite seeds is not reached (Figure 2g). The saturation index for the various 322 
calcium carbonate polymorphs (MHC, calcite, and aragonite) is lower than the saturation 323 
index with kaolinite seeds (Figure 2h and 1h) (SIcalcite, SIaragonite, and SIvaterite, are reported in 324 
Supplementary Materials E).   325 
 326 
3.2 Results from geochemical modelling 327 
PHREEQC was used both to calculate the saturation index for various carbonate polymorphs 328 
(Figures 1h and 2h) as well as to model the evolution of alkalinity over the experiment.  In the 329 
alkalinity model, we note a greater discrepancy between the experimental and the modelled 330 
alkalinity in the experiments with kaolinite as seeding material (Figure 3a and c) than those 331 
with calcite as seeding material (Figure 3b and d). Despite the mismatch in some of the calcite 332 
seeding samples (Figure 3d), we are able to model most of the samples with good agreement 333 
between the measured and modelled alkalinity.   334 
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335 
Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and modelled evolution of aqueous chemistry in 336 
samples with different seeding materials. A larger discrepancy between experiment and model 337 
was observed in samples with kaolinite seeds (a and c) compared to calcite seeds (b and d). 338 
An increase in the mismatch between experimental and modelled results is observed with an 339 
increasing Mg/Ca. The line labelled ‘uncorrected’ indicates the initial modelled values without 340 
any addition or removal of NaHCO3 from the solution input. 341 
 342 
3.3 Results from mineralogical characterization  343 
 344 
 345 
 346 
 347 
 348 
 349 
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Table 2: Summary of XRD results with Rietveld quantitative analysis of minerals (wt % with 350 
estimated standard deviation) for all experiments. Calcite and Magnesium Calcite differ in 351 
their concentration of magnesium and have different XRD patterns. 352 
Experiment – 
Mg:Ca 
Mg/Ca Kaolinite 
(wt %) 
Calcite  
(wt %) 
Magnesium 
calcite (wt %) 
Monohydrocalcite 
(wt %) 
K-0:1 0 87.4 ± 0.4 12.6 ± 0.4 - - 
C-0:1 0 - 100.0 ± 2.6 - - 
K-0:2 0 72.7 ± 2.9 27.3 ± 1.3 - - 
C-0:2 0 - 100.0 ± 2.0 - - 
K-1:1 1 86.7± 3.4 12.7 ± 1.3 - - 
C-1:1 1 - 87.2 ± 2.2 12.6 ± 1.1 - 
K-2:2 1 84.6 ± 1.8 - 15.4 ± 0.7 - 
C-2:2 1 - 85.2 ± 1.7 14.8 ± 1.7 - 
K-3:3 1 80.5 ± 1.6 - 19.6 ± 0.7 - 
C-3:3 1 - 55.6 ± 2.4 44.3 ± 2.2 - 
K-4:4 1 66.1 ± 1.6 - 33.8 ± 1.0 - 
C-4:4 1 - 44.6 ± 2.7 55.5 ± 3.0 - 
K-2:1 2 92.4 ± 1.4 - 2.6 ± 1.2 5.0 ± 0.8 
C-2:1 2 - 88.9 ± 2.2 11.1 ± 2.2 - 
K-3:1 3 90.3 ± 1.2 - - 9.7 ± 1.0 
C-3:1* 3 - 76.0 ± 2.0 21.0 ± 1.6 3.0 ± 0.6 
K-4:1 4 85.5 ± 1.0 - - 14.5 ± 1.0 
C-4:1 4 - 93.4 ± 0.7 - 6.6 ± 0.7 
K-Atl-SW 5.2 87.5 ± 1.0 - - 12.5 ± 1.0 
C-Atl-SW 5.2 - 87.7 ± 2.3 4.0 ± 0.8 8.2 ± 0.5 
K-9:1 9 87.6 ± 0.9 - - 9.5 ± 0.8 
C-9:1 9 - 86.1 ± 1.1 - 13.9 ± 1.0 
 353 
* Average of two samples. 354 
 355 
Characterization of the solid samples using XRD showed that two calcium carbonate 356 
polymorphs precipitated from all experiments: MHC and calcite (Table 2). Our experiments 357 
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suggest that all solutions with Mg/Ca ratio of greater than 3 dominantly yield MHC, whereas 358 
the media with an initial Mg/Ca of 1 or less produces calcite (Table 2).  The diffraction patterns 359 
for MHC and calcite align closely with the crystallographic information for Mg0.1Ca0.9CO3 360 
(Althoff, 1977) (Figure 4).  The calcite peak becomes broader and shifts towards higher 2θ 361 
over time and with increasing magnesium concentration in the medium (Figure 4b). This peak 362 
shift and broadening suggests the incorporation of magnesium into the lattice of calcite, 363 
decreasing the size of the unit cell and the crystal domains (Lenders et al., 2012; Nielsen et 364 
al., 2016; Blue et al., 2017). We observe that the mineralogy of the polymorphs precipitated 365 
is weakly affected by the type of seeding material.  366 
 367 
368 
Figure 4: Powder X-Ray diffraction patterns collected from selected incubation samples in the 369 
three biotic experiments, (a) Mg/Ca=1 (kaolinite); (b) Mg/Ca=1 (calcite); and (c) Mg/Ca=3 and 370 
9 (kaolinite and calcite). Intensity is reported in counts. 371 
 372 
3.4 Microbial evidence in mineral precipitates 373 
In the SEM images we observe spherulitic MHC with a hollow core where clumps of well-374 
preserved bacterial cells are located (Figure 5a and b). Duplets or triplets of spherulitic MHC 375 
are also common (Figure 5b).  In addition to the spherical MHC found, a dumbbell-shaped 376 
structure with microbial imprints was also identified in our experiments (Figure 5c). Figure 5d 377 
shows the jagged calcite structure (bottom right) is precipitated adjacent to the calcified 378 
bacteria colony (upper left). Note the distinct texture of both structures where the calcite is 379 
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micrometer in size with unique triangular ends while the bacterial cells are calcified by sub-380 
micron to nano-meter scale crystals. 381 
 382 
 383 
Figure 5: SEM images (backscattered electron) showing (a) MHC hemisphere with bacteria 384 
colony concentrated at the hollow core – sample C-Alt-SW; (b) triplet hemi-spherulitic MHC 385 
structure with hollow core – sample C-Alt-SW; (c) dumbbell-shaped structure with protruding 386 
well-preserved bacterial cell observed in sample K-4:4; (d) precipitated calcite located adjacent 387 
to fossilized bacterial colony – sample K-4:4 with closeup secondary electron (SE) image 388 
showing instantaneous calcification of Desulfovibrio bizertensis by the nano-sized crystals. All 389 
the images showing the morphology and microstructure of carbonate minerals linked to 390 
microbial sulfate reduction. 391 
 392 
 393 
3.5 Transformation experiment 394 
Four different media combinations were tested to examine which stable calcium carbonate 395 
polymorphs form from the MHC produced during our experiments (Table 3).  For this, pure, 396 
spherulitic MHC is used (with diameter range between 20 – 40 µm) which had been previously 397 
precipitated from an unseeded incubation (Figure 6a). Here, we also show abiotically 398 
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precipitated MHC for comparison purpose (Figure 6b).  There is a distinct size and 399 
morphological difference between the biotic and abiotically precipitated MHC (Figure 6a and 400 
b). In pure seawater, this MHC transforms into both calcite and aragonite (Table 3).  In this 401 
case, the dehydration of MHC changes its spherulitic structure to elongated needle-like calcite 402 
and aragonite crystals (Figure 6c).  Incubation of MHC with pure MQ-water transforms the 403 
MHC into calcite (Figure 6d). In contrast, when the transformation happens in seawater with 404 
yeast extract or inorganic phosphate, a considerable amount of MHC is retained and not 405 
transformed into a more stable calcium carbonate polymorph (sample T-Alt-SW-YE - 79.5 ± 406 
1.5 %, sample T-Alt-SW-PO4 - 26.2 ± 1.7%) (Figure 6e and f).  407 
 408 
Table 3: Mineralogical composition of calcium carbonate polymorphs (in wt %) derived from 409 
MHC transformation.  410 
Medium MHC Calcite Mg-Calcite Aragonite 
T-Atl-SW (Seawater only) - 77.1 ± 3.9 - 22.9 ± 3.9 
T-MQ (MQ-water only) - 100.0 ± 0 - - 
T-Atl-SW-YE (Seawater + yeast 
extract) 
79.5 ± 1.5 15.5 ± 1.2 5.1 ± 1.2 - 
T-Atl-SW-PO4 (Seawater + K2HPO4) 26.2 ± 1.7 52.3 ± 3.1 - 17.2 ± 1.3 
 411 
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 412 
 413 
Figure 6: SEM images show the morphology of minerals precipitated in the biotic and abiotic 414 
experiments. (a) Initial spherulitic MHC from the biotic experiments; and (b) sub-micron 415 
aggregated platelets (cauliflower-shaped) MHC from abiotic experiment. The mineralogy of 416 
these final products was confirmed using XRD. Image (c) – T-Alt-SW, (d) – T-MQ, (e) – T-Alt-417 
SW-YE, and (f) – T-Alt-SW-PO4 are transformation products of 5a after thermal dehydration 418 
at 100˚C for 48 hours. We note the distinct morphological alteration of the final products 419 
(aragonitic needles, calcite rhomb and bigger hollow core of preserved spherulitic MHC). 420 
Mineral composition of these final polymorphs is reported in Table 3. 421 
 422 
 423 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 424 
 425 
Our results indicate that microbial sulfate reduction triggers the precipitation of calcite and 426 
MHC.  Which of these may dominate appears to depend on the Mg/Ca ratio at the time of 427 
mineral nucleation; MHC forms from solutions with Mg/Ca greater than 3, while calcite forms 428 
from solution where the Mg/Ca ratio is 1 or less.  Our media is initially undersaturated with 429 
respect to all carbonate minerals, but within 100 hours the media is super saturated and 430 
precipitation of calcium carbonate occurs. The rate of precipitation depends on the calcium 431 
concentration in the media, and ironically the mineral seed present, and is independent of 432 
the Mg/Ca ratio.   433 
 434 
The discussion is divided into five parts. First, we discuss the influence of microbial sulfate 435 
reduction on the evolving solution chemistry driving carbonate mineral precipitation.  Then 436 
we discuss the primary controls on the formation of MHC and calcite in these experiments. 437 
Next, we demonstrate the effect of seeding materials on the solution chemistry and also the 438 
calcium carbonate polymorphs precipitated. In the penultimate section of the discussion, we 439 
show the controls on the transformation of MHC to more stable polymorphs.  Finally, we 440 
explore the implications of our results on sedimentary carbonate precipitation in the natural 441 
environment.  442 
 443 
4.1 The influence of microbial sulfate reduction on calcium carbonate precipitation 444 
Our experimental results show that microbial sulfate reduction strongly influences solution 445 
chemistry and thus, affects carbonate mineral precipitation in three ways. First, each 446 
experiment is accompanied by a significant increase in total alkalinity and pH as microbial 447 
sulfate reduction proceeds (Figures 1d, 2d) through the overall reaction (Gallagher, 2012): 448 
4CHO2-+ SO42-+ H2O  4HCO3- + HS-+ OH-                    (Eq. 1) 449 
This relationship suggests an increase of one mole of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) as well 450 
as an increase of 1.2 moles of total alkalinity per mole of organic carbon oxidized (Soetaert et 451 
al. 2007). This increase in alkalinity leads to dramatic increases in the carbonate mineral 452 
saturation state.  For example, within the first 100 hours of experiments with kaolinite seeds, 453 
we see a 10 to 15-fold increase in alkalinity, which translates to calcite saturation index of ~1 454 
- 2 (SICalcite).  After carbonate mineral growth begins, the continued increase in pH and DIC 455 
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from the growth of the sulfate reducing bacteria is matched by a decrease or stabilization of 456 
the pH and DIC concentration due to calcium carbonate precipitation. 457 
 458 
This increase in alkalinity from microbial sulfate reduction coupled to formate oxidation was 459 
closely replicated with PHREEQC modeling for the experiments with the kaolinite seeds, but 460 
there was more of a mismatch with the calcite seeds (Figure 3). This suggests that there is a 461 
sink for alkalinity in the experiments with calcite seeds that does not exist with the kaolinite 462 
seeds.  One possibility is the secretion of exopolymeric substances (EPS) by the sulfate 463 
reducing bacteria, which can complex cations across a wide range of solution pH (Braissant et 464 
al., 2007; Dupraz et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2010). EPS was not included in the PHREEQC model, 465 
nor was the concentration or type of EPS analysed during the experiment. Another possibility 466 
is that the adsorption onto and desorption from the mineral seeds’ surfaces, and the 467 
exchange of CO2 with the headspace might account for alkalinity difference in the model. 468 
Despite the mismatch in some of the calcite seeding samples, we were able to model most of 469 
the samples with good agreement between the measured and modelled alkalinity (figure 3). 470 
 471 
Although Soetaert et al. (2007) suggested that microbial sulfate reduction alone may not lead 472 
to carbonate mineral precipitation because the solution pH is poised too low (the equivalence 473 
midpoint is pH 6.7), recent modelling and culture experiments support the notion that 474 
microbial sulfate reduction may lead to carbonate mineral precipitation. For example, Meister 475 
et al. (2013) demonstrated that while microbial sulfate reduction initially lowers pH, the 476 
carbonate saturation state decreases at first but slowly increases as sulfate reduction 477 
continues due to increasing dissolved inorganic carbon concentration while pH stabilizes. The 478 
Meister et al (2013) results are in agreement with our observations – that the chemical 479 
evolution of closed (or diffusionally controlled) systems is strongly dependent on the amount 480 
of organic carbon respired, and therefore dissolved inorganic carbon generated, in addition 481 
to other variables such as pH and buffering capacity. 482 
 483 
Second, aside from increases in dissolved inorganic carbon and carbonate saturation state, 484 
the concentration of inhibitors of carbonate mineral precipitation, such as sulfate and 485 
magnesium, changes over the course of our experiments (Walter and Burton, 1986; Burton 486 
and Walter, 1989; Grases and March, 1990; Lin and Singer, 2005). Although sulfate has long 487 
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been understood to inhibit calcite precipitation (Busenberg and Plummer, 1985; Walter, 1986 488 
Bots et al., 2011), especially in the presence of elevated concentrations of aqueous 489 
magnesium (Bots et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2016; Dobberschutz et al., 2018), our results show 490 
that calcium carbonate mineral nucleation occurs as sulfate is being depleted, but while there 491 
is still substantial aqueous sulfate in solution.  Furthermore, the Mg/Ca ratio in our solution 492 
increases over the course of the experiments.  Because the Mg/Ca ratio is recognized as a 493 
fundamental control on calcium carbonate polymorphism, changes in this parameter should 494 
influence the final carbonate mineral products. 495 
 496 
Together, solution data from our experiments show that microbial sulfate reduction alters 497 
the chemical state of the experiments with respect to calcium carbonate mineral stability. 498 
The sulfate reducing bacteria, through their metabolism, produce an extremely high 499 
saturation state for all calcium carbonate polymorphs, which triggers nucleation in the 500 
presence of multiple inhibitors to nucleation and growth.  The SEM images (Figure 5) of the 501 
carbonate minerals precipitated suggest that the sulfate reducing bacteria create a highly 502 
supersaturated micro-environment driving carbonate precipitation. We suspect that the 503 
negatively charged cell surface of the sulfate reducing bacteria initially attracts dissolved 504 
divalent cations such as calcium and magnesium (Qiu et al., 2017).  During carbonate 505 
precipitation, outward growth of crystals from a substrate eventually introduces geometrical 506 
competition where crystals growing normal to the substrate dominate over other 507 
orientations; this typically results in outward radiating crystal fabrics which may sometimes 508 
adopt a spherical structure if they are grown on a rounded or spherical substrate (i.e., 509 
aggregate of bacterial cells) (Dickson, 1993). Analogous observations of fossilized bacterial 510 
clump in the core of spherulitic carbonates have also been reported from field samples in 511 
Chafetz et al., (2018). 512 
 513 
It is interesting to note that the spherulitic structure of carbonate minerals is not unique to 514 
microbial sulfate reduction. Rather, variables such as Mg/Ca ratio (between 2 to 8), salinity, 515 
nucleation surfaces, and precipitation rates collectively control the habit and structural form 516 
of the carbonate precipitated (Tracy et al., 1998; Sanchez-Navas et al., 2009; Nyiro-Kosa et al., 517 
2018).  Spherulitic growth is also a common product resulting from crystallization of ACC.  518 
Spherulitic growth requires a large crystallization driving force, such as a solution with 519 
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sustained supersaturation from initial formation and subsequent continuous dissolution of 520 
ACC, resulting in the aggregation and growth of spherical nanoscale mineral particles 521 
(Granasy et al., 2005; Han et al., 2017a; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2017). Some field 522 
sedimentary characteristics of dolomite also reflect spherulitic growth processes, suggesting 523 
that the deposition and crystallization process may have involved the transformation of an 524 
amorphous precursor, and thus high supersaturation states (Hood et al., 2011). The hollow 525 
core structure of the spherulitic MHC with calcified microbes texture in our experiments are 526 
not visible in the carbonate precipitation products during abiotic precipitation experiments 527 
(Bots et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2014), hence, could serve as unique signature of 528 
microbially-mediated precipitation. However, our transformation experiments suggest that 529 
such a structure and the associated microbial texture are difficult to preserve when stable 530 
carbonate polymorphs are formed and thus could be vulnerable to post-burial processes 531 
during early diagenesis. 532 
 533 
We suspect our carbonate mineral products must have initially transformed from an 534 
amorphous phase (ACC) prior to crystallization into calcite or MHC. The amorphous phase is 535 
often found present together with some other crystalline sample with Bragg peaks on the 536 
XRD pattern. Visual examination under SEM also indicates that both amorphous and 537 
crystalline solid phase coexist during the early stage of the precipitation (Supplementary 538 
Materials H). Furthermore, as we discuss below, saturation state and calcium carbonate 539 
mineralogy provide additional evidence for the role of an amorphous calcium carbonate 540 
precursor. Depending on the Mg/Ca ratio of the surrounding fluid, the ACC and calcite may 541 
incorporate different amounts of water into the structure due to the difference in hydration 542 
energy between the magnesium and calcium ions (Christ and Hostetle, 1970; Gonzalez, 2009; 543 
Tommaso and de Leeuw, 2010; Hopkinson et al., 2012; de Choudens-Sanchez and Xu et al., 544 
2013; Nishiyama et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2015). Such a difference in hydration energy has also 545 
been shown to affect the transformation into crystalline calcium carbonate polymorphs and 546 
induce the transformation of ACC to MHC rather than calcite (Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2014). 547 
The structure of calcite precipitated in the experiments with lower Mg/Ca forms 548 
rhombohedral shapes with triangular terminations (Figure 6d). 549 
 550 
4.2 Evolving chemical controls on CaCO3 precipitation and polymorph selection 551 
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The chemical evolution discussed above establishes a framework for interpreting the mineral 552 
products formed in our experiments, and for predicting the calcium carbonate mineral phases 553 
that may be associated with microbial sulfate reduction more broadly in the natural 554 
environment. An unexpected observation from our experiments is the dominance of MHC in 555 
the biomineralization products, a relatively rare calcium carbonate polymorph in natural 556 
systems. Previous work suggests that at Mg/Ca ratios of greater than ~2, aragonite nucleation 557 
dominates calcium carbonate mineral precipitation, and therefore the carbonate mineral 558 
products precipitated from modern seawater (Katz, 1973; Berner, 1975; Burton, 1993, Ries et 559 
al., 2008; Bots et al., 2011). However, aragonite is conspicuously absent in all of our 560 
experiments (and, indeed, in nearly all microbially induced carbonate precipitation 561 
experiments) despite initial Mg/Ca ratios that ranged from 0 – 9 (Table 2). This hints at a 562 
strong inhibition of aragonite nucleation in our experiments, remembering that aragonite has 563 
a higher energy barrier to nucleation compared to other polymorphs such as MHC, which we 564 
suspect results from elevated phosphate concentrations. Previous studies have shown that a 565 
phosphate concentration of greater than 10 µM inhibits the formation of aragonite, and even 566 
phosphate concentrations as low as 5 µM can alter the kinetics of aragonite precipitation 567 
(Walter, 1986; Oomori et al., 1988; Burton and Walter, 1990; Yagi and Fukushi, 2011; Tadier 568 
et al., 2017). The phosphate concentration in our experiments ranged between 600 – 800 µM, 569 
which is on the higher range of that measured in anoxic sediments (Sasaki et al., 2001; 570 
Hyacinthe and Van Cappellen, 2004; Sinkko et al., 2013; Egger et al., 2015; Kipp and Stueken, 571 
2017).  We suspect that the high range of phosphate concentrations in our experiments 572 
inhibits the formation of aragonite. In our MHC transformation experiments, the role of 573 
phosphate in the inhibition of aragonite is also shown as none of the experiments with added 574 
phosphate produced aragonite, in spite of high Mg/Ca; we also observed this in abiotic 575 
experiments that we include in Supplementary Materials C.  Phosphate adsorbs rapidly and 576 
irreversibly on high energy sites (kink, step, edge and hole) of mineral surfaces, which drives 577 
the inhibitory effects on carbonate mineral growth and dissolution rates (Berner and Morse, 578 
1974).   579 
 580 
One possible consequence of the presence of phosphate in our experiments is that the 581 
saturation state for various calcium carbonate polymorphs increases well beyond typical 582 
range needed for aragonite or calcite nucleation from seawater (Morse and He, 1993). In our 583 
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experiments, we do not observe calcium carbonate nucleation until the ionic activity product 584 
is well above that required for initial ACC precipitation (Figures 1g). These solution data hint 585 
that, in the absence of aragonite and calcite nucleation, ACC is the solubility-limiting phase in 586 
our experiments, providing a reactive and transient precursor to the formation of more stable 587 
crystalline calcium carbonate mineral phases. 588 
 589 
In addition to the exceptionally high saturation states needed for carbonate mineral 590 
precipitation, the likely initial formation of ACC in our experiments provides a simple 591 
mechanism to explain observed carbonate polymorphism.  Previous studies have shown that 592 
once formed, ACC transforms to several carbonate polymorphs depending on the Mg/Ca, pH, 593 
and concentration of DIC (Loste et al., 2003; Kimura and Koga, 2011, Nishiyama et al., 2013; 594 
Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2014; Blue et al., 2017). In particular, at high Mg/Ca (above 8, 595 
depending weakly on pH and concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon) ACC has been 596 
shown to transform to MHC. 597 
 598 
Our results suggest that microbial induced ACC transforms to MHC at much lower Mg/Ca than 599 
previously shown in these abiotic experiments (Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2014; Blue et al., 600 
2017). Our results, for the timepoint of precipitation, are superimposed on the stability fields 601 
for MHC initially proposed by Blue et al. (2017) (Figure 7). We show that dominant carbonate 602 
mineral polymorph is determined by the solution chemistry at the time of carbonate mineral 603 
nucleation, and although the solution chemistry then evolves into other stability fields 604 
(Supplementary Material I), the initially precipitated polymorph continues to grow.  Our 605 
experiments suggest a shift in the calcite-MHC boundary to a aMg2+/aCa2+ of 2.  However, the 606 
abiotic experiment in Blue et al. (2017) did not have phosphate which we already suspect has 607 
influenced carbonate mineralization pathways. Therefore, the apparent stability field 608 
suggested by this study may be partly due to the role of phosphate. 609 
 610 
These experimental results suggest that the experiments where MHC precipitates (higher 611 
Mg/Ca ratios) have a longer delay prior to initial mineral precipitation, and a lower pH drop 612 
compared to the experiments that precipitate calcite. This may be due to the incorporation 613 
of magnesium in the initial ACC, which has been suggested to stabilize ACC and retard the 614 
time required for transformation (Lin et al., 2015; Purgstaller et al., 2017). In addition, 615 
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magnesium incorporation likely decreases the effective solubility of both the ACC and MHC 616 
polymorphs, although this is not quantitatively understood at present (Fukushi et al., 2017; 617 
Purgstaller et al., 2017).  618 
 619 
The evolution of solution chemistry and the formation of different calcium carbonate 620 
polymorphs here are comparable to other experiments involving carbonate mineral 621 
precipitation and microbial populations conducted by Balci et al. (2016) and Han et al. (2017). 622 
Both studies investigated the role of halophilic bacteria in the precipitation of carbonate 623 
minerals. Dypingite, hydromagnesite, aragonite, MHC, huntite and struvite were the primary 624 
carbonate minerals that precipitated from a hypersaline solution (Balci et al., 2016; Arias et 625 
al., 2017) whereas Han et al., (2017) found MHC, calcite and Mg-rich calcite in varying sodium 626 
chloride solutions (3 – 20% w/v) cultured with Chromohalobacter Israelensis. In contrast to 627 
culture experiments reported by Rivadaneyra et al., (1998; 2010), our culture samples with 628 
high (Mg/Ca = 3) did not precipitate any aragonite. This is probably due to the fact that 629 
Rivadaneyra et al., (1998; 2010) incubated their samples at a higher temperature (32˚C) and 630 
liquid-limited environment (a glass coverslip) – however the presence of water molecules (or 631 
activity of water) is the key for hydrated phase MHC to form. 632 
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 633 
Figure 7: The stability field for MHC and calcite. The data points are taken from the point in 634 
the experiment where precipitation occurs, although the initial solution chemistry and 635 
subsequent solution chemistry evolve (for plots with this evolution see Supplementary 636 
Material I).  Square symbols indicate calcite is the final polymorph, circle symbols indicate 637 
MHC and diamond symbols have mix mineralogy (both MHC and Mg-calcite). Open symbols 638 
mark samples with calcite as seeding material while close symbols are kaolinite seeded 639 
samples. Experiments from this study are plotted on an abiotic  stability field delineated by 640 
Blue et al., (2017) – the dot-dash line. The MHC domain in our experiments (dashed line) has 641 
shifted left (from aMg2+/aCa2+ approximately 8 to 2). 642 
 643 
In addition to promoting non-traditional calcium carbonate mineralisation pathways in our 644 
experiments, high phosphate concentrations might also explain the exceptional stability of 645 
MHC in our incubation and transformation experiments. In a phosphate-free solution, any 646 
MHC we formed through microbial induction should have transformed into a more stable 647 
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carbonate polymorph over time, even at room temperature. However, the precipitated MHC 648 
in our experiments did not transform after sitting in the lab over a year with the old media, 649 
suggesting something inhibits MHC transformation (Supplementary Material J). Furthermore, 650 
the mass basis sorption capacity of MHC is significantly higher than those of aragonite and 651 
calcite, which may explain the greater impact of phosphate in stabilizing MHC (Yagi and 652 
Fukushi, 2011; Fukushi et al., 2011). It is also possible that the formation of stable 653 
calcite/calcium phosphate around the outer shell of the growing crystal shields the inner MHC 654 
from transforming by protecting the interior of the spherulitic MHC from exposure to the 655 
medium.  Besides the role of phosphate in MHC stabilization, previous studies have also 656 
suggested the possible role of organic acids such as carboxylic acids and EPS in stabilizing 657 
precipitated minerals, where it is thought that the EPS could adsorb or to be entrained within 658 
the mineral and significantly reduce its reactivity (Omoike and Chorover, 2006; Steiner et al., 659 
2010; Gallagher et al., 2013).  660 
 661 
4.3 Influence of seeding material on the formation of calcium carbonate polymorphs 662 
Microbially-induced carbonate mineral precipitation and polymorphism also appears to 663 
depend on the mineral seeds that are present.  Overall, MHC tends to dominate products 664 
from experiments with kaolinite seeds compared to those with calcite seeds (Table 2 and 665 
Figure 8).  In addition, MHC forms at slightly lower Mg/Ca ratios in the experiments with 666 
kaolinite seeds compared to calcite seeds.  We suspect that the delayed and muted 667 
precipitation of MHC in calcite-seeded experiments results from initial overgrowth of a 668 
higher-magnesium calcite phase on the calcite seeds. Growth of calcite on calcite seeds 669 
require a lower supersaturation for nucleation and growth to initiate, thereby lowering the 670 
induction time and pH for nucleation to happen. A similar observation has been reported in 671 
Lioliou et al. (2007) showing that the types of seeding materials can impact precipitation 672 
kinetics.  SEM images illustrate an epitaxial growth relationship between the original calcite 673 
seeds and precipitated calcite, which ranges from submicron to nano-sized (Figure 9).  A 674 
similar observation was also reported in Rodriguez-Navarro et al. (2012) where they found 675 
that there is an overruling factor of substrate types on the mineralogy of calcium carbonate 676 
precipitated. In these experiments, where calcite overgrowth forms, MHC is never observed, 677 
and conversely, where there is no calcite overgrowth, MHC precipitates. There are two 678 
exceptions to this: the C-3:1 and C-Alt-SW experiments generate products of mixed 679 
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mineralogy which could result from multiple precipitation events over the course of the 680 
experiment as the Mg/Ca ratio is evolving.  No apparent drops in pH or alkalinity were 681 
observed in the samples with overgrowth on calcite seeds, suggesting the buffering effects 682 
from the calcite seeds impedes high pH values (particularly CO32-/Ca2+) in the system, and 683 
therefore, MHC is not favoured. Such a difference in precipitation kinetics in experiments with 684 
different seeding materials is illustrated in the change of calcium concentration. Nearly all 685 
experiments with calcite seeds (except the experiments where we get mixed mineralogy in 686 
the final solid products) showed a gradual decrease of calcium concentration while the 687 
calcium concentrations drop rapidly in experiments where kaolinite is used. Particularly in the 688 
calcite-seeded experiment, we note a trivial drop in calcium concentration prior to the main 689 
precipitation event, suggesting slight removal of calcium during the nucleation process (or 690 
epitaxial growth on calcite seeds) before main mineral precipitation follows. Homogeneous 691 
precipitation is more likely to occur in the kaolinite-seeded experiments where there is less 692 
buffering capacity in the supersaturated solution. Such a sample is often characterized by a 693 
sharp drop in pH and calcium concentration (e.g. K-9:1). 694 
 695 
Intriguingly, these results suggest that MHC is only present at Mg/Ca ratio of 3 in the calcite-696 
seeded experiments; while MHC is dominant at Mg/Ca ratio of 2 in the kaolinite-seeded 697 
experiments (Figure 8). Calcite seeds show an increase in the amount of MHC precipitated as 698 
the Mg/Ca ratio increases, whereas the amount of MHC precipitated peaks at Mg/Ca = 4 and 699 
drop at Mg/Ca > 4 in experiments with kaolinite seeds. We also note that there is less 700 
consistency in the carbonate mineral polymorphs precipitated between replicates of calcite-701 
seeded experiments.  Such ambiguity is not observed in kaolinite seeded experiment, where 702 
the boundary of calcite/MHC domain is more clearly defined at a Mg/Ca ratio of 2. 703 
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 704 
Figure 8: The precipitation of MHC in wt % (of total solid sample) as a function of Mg/Ca 705 
(before precipitation) in experiment with different seeding materials. Error bars represent the 706 
estimated standard deviation calculated from Rietveld refinement. 707 
 708 
709 
Figure 9: Submicron to nano-sized magnesium calcite crystals grow on calcite seeds (a) C-3:1 710 
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and; (b) C-2:1. Arrows show two forms of magnesium calcite growing epitaxially on calcite 711 
seeds.  712 
 713 
4.4 Synthesis, stability and transformation of MHC 714 
The earliest studies of MHC formation suggest that three conditions had to be met for MHC 715 
to form: (1) the Mg/Ca ratio must be high; (2) the water temperature should be < 40 ˚C; (3) 716 
The water should be oversaturated with respect to calcite, aragonite, and MHC, while 717 
preventing oversaturation with respect to hydroxy- and fluorapatite (Stoffers and Fischbeck, 718 
1974; Oomori et al., 1988). Our results are consistent with these geochemical conditions. 719 
Regardless of the seeding material used, we found that SIMHC has to be greater than one for 720 
MHC to form (Figure 10). Mixed mineralogy of MHC and calcite (often higher in MHC) is 721 
particularly observed at a lower Mg/Ca ratio (between 2 to 4), whereas we found that only 722 
MHC precipitate as the Mg/Ca increases. Our results also agree with findings reported by 723 
Rodriguez-Blanco et al. (2014) in a series of abiotic experiments where MHC is absence at 724 
Mg/Ca lower than two although the solution is highly supersaturated with respect to MHC 725 
(SIMHC = 2). However, in their experiments, MHC precipitates when the solution SIMHC 726 
approached 2.5 or higher, suggesting that the supersaturated solution alters the precipitation 727 
kinetics to favor the formation of MHC. Such a highly saturated condition, however, rarely 728 
occurs in biotic studies or in the natural environment. 729 
 730 
Contrary to previous work that suggests that it is magnesium that stabilizes MHC, we suggest 731 
that phosphate plays a larger role based on abiotic experiments (Supplementary Materials C) 732 
and electron backscatter mapping of our samples (Figure 10a and b) (Dejehet et al., 1999).  733 
These images indicate that the outer shell of MHC before (Figure 11a and b) and after (Figure 734 
11c and d) the mineralogical transformation is relatively low in magnesium but enriched with 735 
phosphorus (Figure 11a, b, c and d).  One possible explanation for the stabilization of MHC 736 
during the transformation experiment (both T-Alt-SW-YE and T-Alt-SW-PO4) could be the 737 
common ion effect, where the solubility of MHC with phosphate absorbed on it decreases. 738 
Higher magnesium concentrations were found in the inner shell, suggesting the inner shell is 739 
initially composed of more Mg-rich carbonate phases (Figure 11b and c). We suspect that the 740 
inner shell could be unstable, nano-crystalline, less dense and associated with the bacterial 741 
colony that formed early in the nucleation stage (Supplementary Materials K). The EDS images 742 
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thus imply the important role of magnesium in MHC nucleation, while phosphate is linked to 743 
MHC stabilization. During the transformation process this unstable phase is susceptible to 744 
dehydration and deformation via nano-voids or cracks in the MHC, leaving a hollow chamber 745 
behind. Comparable features have been previously observed in studies involving other 746 
calcium carbonate polymorphs (Suzuki et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2008). Through our 747 
transformation experiment, we observe that the phosphate-rich outer layer of MHC is more 748 
stable compared to the inner core (Figure 11c), although the exact mechanism how 749 
phosphate stabilizes MHC requires further investigation.  750 
 751 
Figure 10: Cross plot between saturation index and aMg2+/aCa2+ indicates that SIMHC higher 752 
than 1.0 is required for the formation of MHC at aMg2+/aCa2+ greater than 2. The data points 753 
are measurements taken before the precipitation of calcium carbonate. Abiotically 754 
precipitated calcium carbonate reported in Rodriguez-Blanco et al. (2014) were compared and 755 
given in square symbols. 756 
 757 
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 758 
Figure 11: SEM elemental mapping (Ca, Mg and P) of MHC. (a) chemical composition of MHC 759 
prior to transformation experiment; (b) hemispherulite MHC with higher Mg distribution at 760 
the core prior to transformation; (c) cross section of spherulitic MHC (T-Atl-SW-YE); and (d) 761 
surface chemical compositions of MHC (T-Atl-SW-YE) after transformation process.  762 
 763 
4.5 The role of microbial sulfate reduction in carbonate polymorphism in the natural 764 
environment 765 
Even if MHC forms under the three conditions above in the natural environment, MHC should 766 
readily dehydrate and transform into more stable calcium carbonate polymorphs with time. 767 
Therefore, we suggest a fourth condition has to be met to find MHC in the natural 768 
environment: (4) phosphate and magnesium must be in solution, which we have shown helps 769 
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stabilize MHC.  This is largely true in anoxic marine sediments which have high magnesium 770 
from seawater and high phosphate from the combined effects of organic carbon oxidation 771 
and the liberation of adsorbed phosphate from iron-oxide reduction (Hyacinthe and Van 772 
Cappellen, 2004).  To understand the presence of MHC in natural sediments, we must also 773 
constrain the transformation of MHC to stable calcium carbonate polymorphs at low 774 
temperatures; in this regard, our laboratory temperatures are warmer than most 775 
sedimentary conditions.  776 
 777 
In the natural environment, MHC can be formed as a transitional diagenetic phase in the 778 
recrystallization process of metastable ikaite to final calcite (Dahl and Buchardt, 2006). The 779 
formation of these minerals is often associated with microbial activity, organic materials and 780 
the presence of algal mats such as in the sediment of Lake Kivu (Central Africa) (Stoffers and 781 
Fischbeck, 1974). Authigenic MHC typically has been found in lacustrine environments, but it 782 
also occurs in caves, as weathering products, and fjords (Dahl and Buchardt, 2006). These 783 
MHCs are reported to vary in morphology (spherulitic or euhedral) and chemical compositions 784 
(variations in magnesium content). For example, several studies have reported the 785 
occurrence of spherulitic crystal aggregates in fluid characterized by high organic material and 786 
the presence of microorganisms such as microbes and algae (Stoffers and Fischbeck, 1974; 787 
Taylor 1975; Teller and Last, 1990; Dahl and Buchardt, 2006). We found close resemblance of 788 
some of these naturally-occurring spherulitic MHC with the MHC precipitated in our 789 
experiments. This suggests an extended period of supersaturation with respect to MHC in the 790 
solution. Nearly all the aqueous phase sample where MHC is forming shared similar 791 
geochemical conditions with what we proposed in this study – low temperature, high pH, high 792 
alkalinity, high molar Mg/Ca ratios (> 3), and elevated PO43- concentration (> 10 µM). 793 
 794 
Our results suggest strongly that microbial sulfate reduction drives calcium carbonate 795 
precipitation and will influence the carbonate polymorph of the precipitated sedimentary 796 
carbonate. If we apply our laboratory experiments to the natural environment, we anticipate 797 
sulfate will have a lesser inhibitory effect on sedimentary carbonate formation relative to 798 
dissolved phosphate and magnesium. This is partially due to the nucleation effect of the 799 
sulfate reducing bacteria, which may counter the inhibition effect of dissolved aqueous 800 
sulfate. Nevertheless, we sum the influence of the various variables influencing calcium 801 
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carbonate polymorphism via microbial sulfate reduction under a closed system as follow: 802 
Mg/Ca >> PO43- >> SO42-. Although we have demonstrated that microbial sulfate reduction 803 
can be directly linked to the formation of MHC and other different calcium carbonate 804 
polymorphs, whether microbial sulfate reduction in the environment directly involves in the 805 
precipitation of MHC is still unclear. It should be noted that the pore-fluid where these 806 
microbes thrive in marine sediment is often characterized by the prerequisite geochemical 807 
conditions for MHC to form, such as high alkalinity and the presence of nutrients such as 808 
phosphate. The formation of single mineralogy cements can be rare in natural sedimentary 809 
systems. Even using pure cultures under controlled conditions, we found mixed mineralogy 810 
in some samples (as in sample C-3:1 and C-Alt-SW) that may be due to the unknown growth 811 
behavior of the microbes – where the sulfate reducing bacteria re-grew after the first 812 
precipitation event (please refer to online supplementary material for detailed growth curve 813 
and pH data). The re-growth further increases the alkalinity and led to a second 814 
supersaturation but at a much higher Mg/Ca ratio, causing a precipitation of a different 815 
calcium carbonate polymorph than the initial precipitation. In closed or semi-closed marine 816 
sediment, it is very likely that the growth cycle of microbes might change over time as a 817 
function of food source availability, leads to multiple precipitation events and also mixed 818 
mineralogy of the precipitated minerals. 819 
 820 
5.0 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 821 
In conclusion, microbial sulfate reduction is capable of driving precipitation of calcium 822 
carbonate polymorphs via metabolic activity that changes the solution chemistry. Bacterial 823 
cells can act as effective nucleation surfaces for calcium carbonate polymorphs to grow. The 824 
cellular materials are often a better substrate compared to calcite and kaolinite seeds, which 825 
likely results from the combined effects of surface energetics and local perturbations to 826 
solution chemistry proximal to actively metabolising cells. This also implies that heterogenous 827 
precipitation is a dominant precipitation pathway in sediments that host sulfate reducing 828 
bacteria. Under a closed and active system, calcium carbonate polymorphs selection depends 829 
on the solution chemistry at the time of nucleation, even though the solution chemistry might 830 
then evolve. Several variables influence calcium carbonate polymorphism via microbial 831 
sulfate reduction under a closed system: Mg/Ca >> PO43- >> SO42- and the type of seeding 832 
materials. The growth of magnesium calcite is promoted in experiments with calcite seeds 833 
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which, in turn, influences the apparent stability domain between calcite and MHC in the 834 
present of calcite and kaolinite seeds. Our biotically-mediated spherulitic MHC comprises a 835 
unique hollow cavity with calcified microbial textures. This texture is absent in abiotic 836 
experiments, and thus could be useful to interpret biotic sedimentary signatures of 837 
precipitated minerals in the environment.  Nevertheless, our transformation experiment 838 
suggests that such a microbial texture/signature is vulnerable to early diagenetic processes in 839 
the environment.  Results from biotic, abiotic and transformation experiments showed that 840 
phosphate stabilizes MHC, while retarding the formation of aragonite and calcite at Mg/Ca > 841 
2. We also found that phosphate concentrations have a lesser effect on which polymorph 842 
initially precipitates. In the presence of high phosphate concentrations, MHC formed instead 843 
of aragonite because phosphate ions inhibit the nucleation of aragonite. Therefore, we 844 
suggest that caution should be taken when interpreting the types of calcium carbonate 845 
polymorphs formed in biotic studies that uses yeast extract or any additives that has 846 
phosphorus content. Similar claim applies to environmental samples where metastable MHC 847 
is particularly prone to diagenetic processes. Thus, care should be taken while interpreting 848 
environmental samples as any transformation processes of MHC can have detrimental effect 849 
on paleo proxy such as isotopic signature or Mg/Ca in the sedimentary carbonates. 850 
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